
Tiny Wings

**About Tiny Wing**s

Tiny Wings is an arcade game for smartphones and tablets, in which players have to control a

small bird through hilly landscapes. 

In Tiny Wings, you play a small bird, which has too short wings to overcome long distances. For

this reason, you have to control it through hilly landscapes. Take a proper swing, slide down the hill

and try to fly as far as possible. The goal of the game is to pass as many hills as possible until

time runs out, the night falls and the bird falls asleep. 

**Tiny Wings - how it works:**

- Fly through hilly landscapes: In Tiny Wings you control a small bird, who suffers not only under

his overweight, but also under his short wings. For these reasons he cannot fly long distances. You

can help him fly by controlling him through hilly landscapes while keeping an eye on the laws of

physics. Slide the mountain down with a lot of swing, then take off and fly as far as possible.

Overcome as many hills as you can before the night falls and the bird falls asleep.

- Easy to handle: Tiny Wings is easy to handle: pushing the screen will make the bird heavier so

that it can speed up on the way down the mountain. By releasing the screen, the bird becomes

lighter so that it can fly optimally and as far as possible.

- Two game modes: You can either play the classic game mode "day flight", or try the 25 different

levels of the "flying school". In this new game mode you compete against three birds in short

races. Try to overcome all hills as quickly as possible and get to the finish line first.

- GameCenter: Even though Tiny Wings is actually a game for a single player, you can still compare

your achievements with the high scores of your friends or other players worldwide in the

GameCenter.

Conclusion: Tiny Wings is a colorful and funny arcade game, which convinces especially through

its simple operation. Let your bird fly over numerous hills and get new high scores. Besides, the

game offers a lot of variety, since you can not only play the classic game mode "day flight", but

also the racing game "flying school". Also interesting: the game world of Tiny Wings looks different

every day. So you can regularly discover new things. 


